Who should take a Jozi Cycle Tour?
Adventurers, Explorers, Bike Lovers, Friends, Families, and everyday people too! Our bicycle
tours are designed for anyone that loves exploring while hearing interesting stories about the
history and culture that make Joburg (Jozi) a cosmopolitan and a world class African City. We
have a couple of cycling tours i.e., Jozi Coffee Cycle Tour, Jozi Graffiti Cycle Tour and Jozi History
Cycle Tour.
When do I buy tickets? Is advance purchase required?
We strongly encourage you purchase tour tickets in advance. They sell out quickly (especially on
the weekends). Saturdays and Sundays are our busiest! Booking in advance guarantees you a
space on our tour.

How do I buy a ticket for a tour?
You buy your ticket online on our website here or you email us on via contact us, but we
strongly recommend that you book online.
How many people do you take per Cycle tour?
We take 10 to 15 people per tour max.
Why Should I take Joburg Cycle Micro-Adventure Tours?
Our bike tours are led by the experienced guide. During these tours you are assured to learn
about the history, culture and the new developments on various neighborhoods and attractions
we visit. You will get to experience Joburg in an authentic way the way Joburgers would
experience it. We are proud being on the forefront of putting bike tours on the map in Joburg.
Everything we do and every place we take you to, we know about it, believe in it, and love it!
What should I expect on a bicycle tour with Micro-Adventure Tours?

Only the best. We are passionate in what we do, and we take pride in what we do. All our
cycling tours are unique and take you to different parts of Joburg. You will get the good vibes
and expect to play and have fun. Every route we take on our tours has been well curated to
perfection to make sure you come away with the best Joburg experience ever!
How long and strenuous are the cycle tours?
Most of our cycle tours are very chilled to moderate except the Jozi History Cycle tour which
has a few hills but its also at a chilled paced. We recommend no beginners on this one.
Do you provide food and beverages on these cycle tours?
No. Food and beverages are not included in the tour package; however, we stop along the way
for lunch breaks.
Is it safe to cycle in Joburg City?
Very safe. We have not had any issues since we started all our tours. But as into any other city
in the world, one must be vigilant. The only safety we worry about of you bumping into
someone especially pedestrians who are oblivious of cyclists. We do not have dedicated cycle
lanes in Joburg; we share with motorists who you will find are the friendliest ever! Especially
the taxi drivers! People are also very warm, engaging and very friendly.
Are there breaks for restrooms on the cycle tours?
Yes. We have a lot of stops along all the routes.
Do you provide bicycles and helmets on these cycle tours?
Yes. Bicycle and helmets are included in the price. No helmet no ride.
Can one bring their own bicycle?
Yes. You can bring your own bicycle and helmet, and the price will exclude our bicycle and
helmet hire rate. No helmet no ride.

What should I wear and bring on a cycle tour?
Be sporty and comfortable. We suggest takkies, tennis shoes or trainers and loose-fitting
clothes appropriate for weather conditions on the day of your tour. Things to bring along we
recommend small items such as your masks, hand sanitizer, debit or credit cards or cash, cell
phone, ID and camera.
How much cycling is involved?
Its not a race. It’s not more than you can handle. You will do about enough cycling to see a ton
of spaces. We have a lot of stops at points of interest and attraction where you can catch a
breather while our tour guide explains the history of the space or place of interest; it’s not
continuous cycling. Remember the pace is chilled for everyone. Also, all our tours are rated so
that you can choose the right one for you.
Are kids and Seniors able to take these tours?
Not all tours are appropriate for kids. We however tailor-make selected cycle tours to suit kids
from ages of 10yrs to 12yrs old. We have not had any issues with seniors on our tours.
Do you offer water on your tours?
Due to covid-19 we don’t, but we do however offer Coffee which is a must!
What type of bicycles do you use on these cycle tours?
We use mountain bikes.
Do you have kiddies seats on the bikes?
Nope. We don’t.

What is your cancellations policy?
In cases of unforeseen circumstances or change in your schedule you can cancel your tour with a
72-hour notice. NO cancellations will be allowed for within 72 hours; we can however offer you
future gift certificates depending on the situation.
In a rare event that a tour is cancelled due to extreme weather or cancelled due to unforeseen
circumstances on our side, we will allow you to reschedule your tour (subject to availability) or
offer you future gift certificate or offer a full refund.
Are your tours offered in bad weather?
We have stunning days at Micro-Adventure Tours however, we strongly suggest you dress for
the weather. Our tours are done in any type of weather. We cycle in rain but will usually cancel
a tour if highveld thunderstorms at the start of the tour. We keep a close watch on the sky and
we may decide to start a tour a little late or might cancel all together. In the rare occurrence
that we cancel a tour due to weather we will offer you a substitute tour at a different time or
day or offer a full refund for your missed tour.
Are gift Certificates available?
Yes, gift certificates are available for all our tours which you can purchase here on our
website. They make a perfect gift for holidays, birthdays or any other occasion!
Are Covid-19 procedures followed?
Yes. We strictly follow all Covid-16 guidelines. All our bikes and helmets are sanitized before
and after you use them. No mask no ride. Temperature readings are taken, and an indemnity
form is completed with your details and your consent. Social distance is always adhered.

